Australian Autopilot Specialist releases new Coursemaster CM950 marine autopilot

Australian autopilot specialist, Coursemaster Autopilots, announces the release of the new CM950 intelligent autopilot system, with simplified progressive menu access and convenient course change knob for ease of operation when tournament fishing or long haul cruising.

Coursemaster Autopilots has specialised in autopilot design and manufacture in Sydney for over 35 years and offers a depth of technical steering expertise that is reflected in the convenient course trim keys and simple one touch functions that allow for easy autopilot operation even when wearing work or sailing gloves.

The CM950’s compact, panel-mount control head features the course change knob, simplified progressive menu access and interface with GPS and wind instruments ensuring greater enjoyment of leisure time on board. Also suitable for commercial vessel installations, both sail and power, from 6m to 40m, the CM950 autopilot offers flexibility of drive options that include linear, hydraulic, rotary and solenoid.

Manufactured in Australia to perform in one of the harshest marine environments in the world, the Coursemaster CM950 autopilot features the rate gyro compass to maximise performance and minimise the effects of roll and pitch, resulting in lower power consumption and enhanced course keeping.

The second station option offers skippers the convenience and reliability of an extra hand on the helm, especially when participating in fishing tournaments.

For further technical specifications or details on the CM950 autopilot - CM950 brochure
View Coursemaster Autopilots Full Range of leisure and commercial autopilots suitable for vessels ranging from 5m to 100 metres. www.coursemaster.com sales@coursemaster.com
Contact Coursemaster Autopilots Sydney Australia: +61 2 9417 7097